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Book Review 
Rate Distortion Theory: A Mathematical Basis for Data Com- 
pression. By TOBY BERGER, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 
1971. 
Shannon's Information Theory created a great intellectual impact at the 
time of its publication. Aside from its intrinsic beauty, it presented the 
truly powerful concept of a definite channel capacity. This capacity, as must 
have been very surprising at the time, is measured in bits/second, rather than 
in units of bandwidth. "Rate Distortion Theory" played a very important 
role in the "Information Theory" formulated by Shannon: it provided a 
link between the traditional theory of modulation, and the material of discrete 
sources and channels. This topic, however, received almost no attention 
until the latter sixties. 1An increasing amount of effort is now being devoted 
to this area, and Dr. Berger's book is therefore a very timely contribution. 
The fact that Rate Distortion Theory had been ignored for so long can only 
be explained by the strength of the impact carried in the other topics 
introduced by Shannon. The progression of information theoretic research 
has duplicated, in a surprisingly close way, the organization of Shannon's 
original papers. The initial effort was devoted to constructing source codes 
for discrete alphabets. A second wave covered codes and performance bounds 
for assorted analog and discrete channels. It is somewhat ironic that interest 
in such a "traditional" topic as the encoding of continuous ources revived 
at a time when many sources are, at last, truly digital. 
Dr. Berger's book is quite direct. After a short introductory chapter, it 
devotes three chapters to presenting what may be called the fundamentals 
of Rate Distortion Theory. The rate distortion function of a finite alphabet 
memoryless source is defined in Chapter 2, and the problem of calculating 
this function is carefully discussed. The significance of this function in 
coding and transmission is demonstrated in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 repeats 
the material of Chapter 2 for continuous-amplitude sources, as well as 
presentirig the important results on vector-valued and stationary Gaussian 
1 Except for some work in the Soviet Union (Kolmogorov) and the notable paper 
by  Shannon (1959). 
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sources. The examples in this chapter comprise a very good compendium 
of solved problems. These initial sections are required reading for the 
student, and for the newcomer to the field. Chapters 6 and 7 are devoted to 
"research frontiers," and these results, perhaps by the law of diminishing 
returns, become less exciting in proportion to their novelty. This last part 
is for the benefit of the budding researcher. The consumer of"  Rate Distortion 
Theory," the communications engineer, will be most interested in Chapter 5, 
entitled "Some Comparisons of Theory and Practice," which contains ome 
results on optimum quantization systems, compares the performance of 
optimal amplitude modulators to the limit implied by Rate Distortion 
Theory, and discusses a feedback communication link as an example of 
a system that realizes the rate distortion bound. 
The author of "Rate Distortion Theory" is to be commended for writing 
a timely, lucid, scholarly treatise. Good taste and sense are shown by not 
repeating the basics of information theory: all too many authors waste paper 
and readers' patience by presenting standard results. While the material can 
be followed by anyone with a modest exposure to "Information Theory, ''z 
the author still maintains appropriate mathematical thoroughness. The 
results are stated in the form of theorems, proofs are presented for all of 
the major results, and the motivation for the theorems i (somewhat skimpily) 
discussed. It is especially gratifying to see a thorough bibliography ~ and a 
section on Historical Credits, which traces the original publications of the 
material. All too often, an engineering book will present a good treatment 
of a subject without providing an appropriate reference, creating a miasma 
of "Folk Theorems" and leading to a duplication of effort. 
While Dr. Berger has done an outstanding job in his exposition, it is 
worth reflecting on some of the shortcomings of the material. As is evident 
from the summary of the book's contents, the sources under study fall into 
two natural categories: discrete and continuous. The relevance of the theory 
to continuous ources is unquestionable, but one would consider this sort of 
analysis of a discrete source only if the rate of the source exceeded channel 
capacity. In this case, the theory is used to calculate an appropriate optimal 
approximation to the source. This approach seems, however, to be 
implausible, since in order to apply the theory, one must construct an 
appropriate distortion measure. In almost any situation that the reviewer 
2 Except for the contents of chapter seven which contain a measure-theoretic 
treatment of coding theorems for sources with abstract alphabets. 
a Some additional literature citations may he found in H. C. Andrew's "Bibliography 
on rate distortion theory," IEEE Trans. Information Theory 17, 198-199 (1971), 
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can imagine one can obtain a much better low-entropy approximation from 
general considerations than what can be derived from a distortion measure. 
The same criticism of course, applies to the distortion measures used with 
continuous ources: one cannot propose a realistic distortion measure for any 
of the commonly considered sources uch as speech, music, or visual images. 
The use of a distortion measure for continuous ources is in fact justified by 
the "rate distortion theory" that is applied to it: one cannot compute a 
"rate" without the "distortion." For discrete sources, however, distortion- 
free encoding is more appropriate. 
An engineering theory, such as that presented in the book under review, 
can hope to succeed at one of two levels. The first, and, in fact, the minimal 
level required for the theory to be worthwhile, is that it be in agreement 
with empirically obtained data, that the performance predicted by it be 
consistent with that of systems designed on the basis of less rigorous con- 
siderations. Such, for example, is ambiguity function theory in Radar, which 
elaborates on the intuitive notion of the impossibility of simultaneously 
obtaining fine resolution in both position and velocity. At the second level 
is a theory which shows that the performance frontier lies far beyond what 
was considered to be the line of possibility. Shannon's theorems about 
transmission with arbitrarily small error probabilities was such a theory par 
excellence. When "rate distortion theory" was applied to the encoding of 
continuous ources, it was hoped that we would be in the latter, more 
exciting situation; that the fidelities achieved with systems designed on the 
basis of engineering judgement would be much poorer than those theoretically 
possible. In fact, the curves reproduced in Chapter 5, as well as many other 
studies, show that modest systems often perform quite well when compared 
to the theoretical limit. For example, according to Goblick and Holzinger, 
whose results were extended by Gish and Pierce, an ordinary digitizer gives 
a rate only about a quarter of a bit worse than the theoretical limit. System 
comparison studies carried out by Wintz and his associates indicate the same 
about the encoding of typical Gaussian random processes. These results are 
quite disappointing to an experimentalist, ince they suggest that the modest 
results that have been achieved in the coding of pictorial data (Huang and 
Tretiak) are consistent with the theory. Yet in spite of these disappointments, 
"rate distortion theory" fulfills the first level of expectations. It hopefully 
will provide a scaffold of reality for much of the feverish experimentation 
in data communications. Like thermodynamics, it may enable us to stop 
looking for perpetual motion machines and will allow us to concentrate on 
optimizing those realistic systems that still show promise for improvement. 
As Dr. Berger aptly states, one must consider nonstationary sources and 
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different fidelity criteria. However, the discouraging predictions of "rate 
distortion theory" for data compression will not and should not discourage 
further theoretical work. In spite of its present limitations, "rate distortion 
theory" is still the most logical model of the abstraction of information 
from a complex system, and perhaps, in the future, it will give us the tools 
to tackle truly difficult problems, such as information retrieval, the abstraction 
of complex documents, or even, as suggested by the author in a whimsical 
diversion at the end of the sixth chapter, on the information representation 
in biological systems. 
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